Friday 25th August 6.30pm
Saturday 26th August 2pm
Saturday 26th August 5pm
Sunday 27th August 2pm
Sunday 27th August 5pm

KALINKA (Au nom de ma fille) • MA 15+
JUSTE LA FIN DU MONDE (It’s Only the End of the World) • M
LA DANSEUSE (The Dancer) • M
MÉDECIN DE CAMPAGNE (The Country Doctor) • M
VICTORIA (In Bed with Victoria) • M
ALL FILMS HAVE ENGLISH SUBTITLES

af FRENCH FILM FESTIVAL
AllianceFrançaise Côte du Nord

www.afnorthcoast.org.au

Adults: $15
Concession: $13 (AF members, concessions, seniors)
Child 13 and under: $10
Festival Pass (5 films): $65 non-members (save $10)
$55 concessions/seniors (save $10)
$50 AF members with 2017 membership (save $15)

Tickets available only from Ballina Fair Cinemas. Advance purchase recommended.

BALLINA FAIR CINEMAS Cnr Fox St & Kerr St 6686 9600

ALL FILMS HAVE ENGLISH SUBTITLES

af FRENCH FILM FESTIVAL
AllianceFrançaise Côte du Nord

www.afnorthcoast.org.au

Friday 25th August 6.30pm
KALINKA (Au nom de ma fille) Thriller, Drama • 87 MINS • MA 15+
Director: Vincent Garenq • Stars: Daniel Auteuil, Sebastian Koch, Marie-Josée Croze, Christelle Cornil
Based on an extraordinary true story, this is the epic tale of a father’s relentless search for justice. In1982, Kalinka
Bamberski, 14 years old, was found dead in her stepfather’s house in Germany. Despite the suspicious circumstances
surrounding her death, the case was swiftly closed without conviction. However, the battle was far from over for her
devastated father, André Bamberski (Daniel Auteuil). Over three decades, André would make it his sole mission to apprehend
and imprison the man that he believed killed his daughter. Constant injustices hurled in his path ultimately serve to
reinforce his determination. This thrilling and stirring journey will plunge you to the depths of one father’s most desperate
emotions, forcing the question of how far would you go to defend the memory and dignity of your own child?

Saturday 26th August 2pm
JUSTE LA FIN DU MONDE (It’s Only the End of the World) • DRAMA • 97 MINS • M
Director: Xavier Dolan • Stars: Gaspard Ulliel, Nathalie Baye, Léa Seydoux, Vincent Cassel, Marion Cotillard
Won the Grand Jury Prize at the 2016 Cannes Film Festival.
After a 12-year absence, prize-winning dramatist Louis (Gaspard Ulliel) returns home to tell his estranged family that he is
terminally ill. Upon his arrival, he is greeted with bickering and recriminations from his family who have been left behind.
Beneath their affections for Louis, each encounter shows the confusion and disappointment felt by his long unexplained
departure. As old tensions begin to surface, the gathering of his mother (Nathalie Baye), brother (Vincent Cassel), sister (Léa
Seydoux) and meek sister-in-law (Marion Cotillard) develops from a tight-lipped greeting into a fully-formed storm. All the
while, the beautiful and doomed Louis is waiting for his moment to break the news.

Saturday 26th August 5pm
LA DANSEUSE (The Dancer) DRAMA • 108 MINS • M
Director: Stéphane Di Giusto • Stars: Soko, Lily-Rose Depp, Mélanie Thierry, Gaspard Ulliel
Inspired by the true story of two rival pioneers of modern dance and theatrical performance in late 19th-century Paris.
Nothing in her background destined Loïe Fuller (Soko), born in the American Midwest, to become the toast of the Belle
Époque cabarets, or to perform at the Paris Opera. Yet with her revolutionary “Serpentine” dance she enthralled audiences
and became the blazing symbol of a generation. Even as the physical effort risked destroying her back, she never faltered in
the quest to perfect her art. But it was Loïe’s meeting with Isadora Duncan (Depp), a beautiful young prodigy hungry for
glory that threatened everything: her stature, her confidence and her sanity.

Sunday 27th August 2pm
MÉDECIN DE CAMPAGNE (The Country Doctor) • DRAMA • 102 MINS • M
Director: Thomas Lilti • Stars: François Cluzet, Marianne Denicourt, Isabelle Sadoyan, Félix Moati
Jean-Pierre Werner (Cluzet) is a kind, no-nonsense, firmly established country doctor, who works gruelling hours and whose
role in the community often extends beyond simply overseeing the physical well-being of his patients. When he is diagnosed
with an illness which demands he stop work, he is forced to take on a replacement who, to his dismay, is the
inexperienced Nathalie (Isabelle Sadoyan). Jean-Pierre struggles to accept his reality and let go of his work, entirely
unconvinced that Nathalie has what it takes to replace him. This only serves to make the handover more challenging, but
little does Jean-Pierre know that beyond Nathalie’s often humorous beginner faux-pas lies a strong and resourceful woman
who is determined to meet the demands of the role and break the ice with his loyal, albeit quirky, patients.

Sunday 27th August 5pm
VICTORIA (In Bed with Victoria) • DRAMA • 97 MINS • M
Director: Justine Triet • Stars: Virginie Efira, Vincent Lacoste, Melvil Poupaud, Laurent Poitrenaux
“You’re the queen of drama queens,” states the love interest of Victoria (Virginie Efira), a shrewd Parisian criminal lawyer
and single mother battling to survive in the unpredictable worlds of the courtroom and the bedroom. Low sexual libido is
just one of Victoria’s many mid-life crises in this delightfully quirky and amusing contemporary comedy. She is also juggling
two young daughters; an ex-husband whose blog lays bare her past exploits; a much younger potential love interest (Vincent
Lacoste) who happens to be an ex-drug-dealer; and to top it all off, she is working on what could be the strangest assault
trial in legal history involving a chimpanzee and a dalmatian as character witnesses. This is a comedy guaranteed to charm.
Tickets available only from Ballina Fair Cinemas. Advance purchase recommended.

BALLINA FAIR CINEMAS

Cnr Fox St & Kerr St 6686 9600

